Ideas to pouches
INDAG offers a world-wide unique combination of process technology and product know-how. As a market leader for high-speed pouch filling machines our employees develop and realize modern process units as well as pouch machines for the beverage, foodstuff, and pet-food industries. The non-food sector also uses our sophisticated and effective technology. For more than 50 years we have been the innovative technology supplier for the Deutsche SiSi-Werke Betriebs GmbH and the ADM WILD Europe GmbH & Co. KG.

*With high-quality, flexible and future-oriented concepts, we most efficiently guarantee our customers’ sustained success.*
HISTORY
SINCE 1963 TILL TODAY

1963 | Takeover / Founding
Takeover of INDAG Gesellschaft für Industriebedarf mbH by Rudolf WILD GmbH & Co. KG.
WILD-INDAG offers WILD customers support in packaging their beverages.

1965 | Semi-automatic mixing unit
The first semi-automatic mixing unit is developed and is available to customers of WILD-INDAG.

1971 | Heidelberg Mixer
The first automatic, syrup mixing unit with recipe management and dosage accuracy is completed.
INDAG successfully enters the process technology market.

1977 | Capri-Sun® filling machine
INDAG delivers the first complete Capri-Sun® production unit.
**2003 | Dosage and mixing unit**

The dosing and mixing unit (Type “ARA”) is developed to enable constant mixing of highly viscous or chunky media (e.g. yoghurt, cheese spread).

**2005 | High Power Heating Systems (IPS)**

INDAG patents the first High Power Heating System (IPS), an innovative technology for fast and efficient heating of chunky and highly viscous products.

**2010 | The pouch success story**

Approximately 7,107 billion pouches are produced and filled yearly with INDAG machines. This makes INDAG the world leader in pouch production and filling.

**2013 | 50 years of INDAG**

More than 200 filling machines in 30 countries and up to 650 units in 60 countries are in use today, including six new filling machines for pet food.
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT - YEARS FILLED WITH EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE

Using only the most modern processes and machine technologies INDAG develops tailor-made solutions for the beverage, food, pet food and non-food industries. INDAG is your reliable partner when it comes to planning and commissioning of turnkey units. Our employees are competent and have many years of experience in different product categories and filling technologies.

Our product portfolio

- Process technology
- Empty pouch business
- Pouch filling technology
- Downstream equipment
Since developing the “Heidelberg Mixer” in 1971 INDAG has continuously defined and adapted to growing market demands. Because we always consider the complete production process from obtaining raw materials until the final product we are able to offer the highest safety for your production. We take pride in defining processes and making procedures efficient. The continuous development of beverages and the production thereof demands the highest flexibility in processing which also reflects the automatization. We offer the perfect solution from panel up to server based systems. Preventive maintenance, monitoring of all relevant data and adapted handling are only a small number of the possibilities which our high-performance systems offer.

**We offer the following solutions in process technology:**

- Dosing and mixing units for syrup, non-carbonated and carbonated beverages
- Dosing and mixing units for fruit yoghurts / highly viscous products
- Pasteurization and heating units
- Water and beverage de-aeration units
- Sugar dissolving units
- Cleaning units (CIP)
- Rotary piston pumps
- Storage tank systems
The stand up pouch is the perfect solution for food and pet food as well as non-food products. The pouch can be manufactured with different material combinations and versatile technical features. Even sterilization proof or microwave-resistant pouches can be customized to various demands, also different packaging sizes are possible.
The spouted pouch is the standard pouch combined with a dosing nozzle ("spout"). This allows comfortable pouring and resealing. This pouch type is suited for products such as fruit puree, salad dressing or ketchup as well as non-food products. Different container sizes are possible.
Today, manufacturers and the packaging industry face major challenges, e.g. food needs to be produced cost-efficient combined with outstanding product protection, while it is mandatory to customers to have “convenient” handling. Our high barrier multi-layer stand up pouches offer cost-effective packaging due to high speed filling, easy handling and safe packaging.

Our packaging experts have been producing the machinery for Capri-Sun® for more than 45 years. Today, INDAG machines are used worldwide. Our machines are available for a range of hygiene standards up to ultra clean.
When processing stand up pouches, pouch handling is often overlooked in the production process and repackaging. INDAG offers innovative solutions based on years of experience as system supplier for Capri-Sun®. We offer a wide variety of container sizes as well as practical and attractive designs.

*INDAG offers innovative packaging solutions and the necessary machinery for downstream equipment.*
YOUR FULL-SERVICE PARTNER

INDAG plans and builds machines and process facilities. Our service starts before unit delivery and goes beyond setup.

Due to our professional, experienced support team our customers can rely on us during the various implementation stages and also afterwards. Our after-sales service ensures a smooth running production.

We maintain long and close relationships with our affiliates enabling us to offer customers expert advice and additional services for the entire value chain.

Our services

- **Technological planning**
  Support with new concepts, production expansions and modernizations

- **Engineering**
  Planning production processes and comprehensive solutions

- **Unit construction**
  Delivery and proper setup of complete units

- **Commissioning**
  Service from unit up to production support

- **Employee training**
  Qualified training for your employees before and during setup

- **After-sales service**
  Fast and flexible support
With its uncompromising quality, INDAG sets standards and expertise. Quality is a self-evident and integral part of our company policy and the driving force behind our work. Our tailor-made and efficient solutions always provide the highest level of precision, safety, reliability and usability. Moreover, high efficiency, long service life and low maintenance.